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Brison loses
retractton
grievance
By Kenneth R. Blak~
PresidentiaJ Correspondent

Former Student Body President
Andy Brison's request that President
Dale F. Nitzschke force The Parthenon
to retract a statement appearing in an
article last semester has been denied,
according to a letter signed by
Nitzschke Thursday.
"It seems to me you mive been
offered a reasonable course of action
with the suggestion that you state your
views in a letter which The Parthenon
would print," the letter read. "In truth,
this approach probably is a more
potent means of 'setting the record
straight' th-an what you have
requested."
Brison requested that Nitzschke
force The Parthenon to print a correction of an Oct. 23 article containing a
statement Brison claims was wrongly
attributed to him.
Brison complained to then-editor
Edgar Simpson shortly after the article
appeared and asked him to print a
correction.
.
Simpson suggested Brison write a
letter to the editor and promised to
print it in the student paper, but Simpson maintained that the article was
accurate and refused to print a
correction.
Brison then filed a _grievance with
the university's Board of Student Publications, but the board ruled that the
decision of retraction was solely up to
Simpson.
Unsatisfied, Brison appealed to Dr.
Emory W. Carr, acting dean of the College of Liberal Arts. Carr turned the
matter over to Dr. Nell C. Bailey, vice
president for student affairs, who carried the issue to Nitzschke.

Cramming
Pat LaMaster, Hunting ~·•
ton graduate student .
prepares for the final
days of classes in the
James E. Morrow Library.
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Anniversary, pay raise on May agenda
By Brent CunnlnghaR'I
Reporter

Marshall's 25th anniversary as a university will be recognized, and action will be taken regarding a new faculty
salary increase policy when the Board of Regents meets in
May.
.
A resolution will be submitted for the board's approval
commending Marshall for its achievements during the past
quarter-century, and encouraging Marshall to "continue
developing its outstanding potential in behalfoftheStateof
West Virginia and its people."
Marshall became a university in March 1961, and according to the resolution, has •~played a vital role in providing for
the education, cultural, and economic development needs of
West Virginians."
The Academic Affairs Advisory Committee to the BOR
voted to end<frse several principles regaTding possible
amendment of the West Virginia Code to provide for faculty

salary increases.
According to the proposed policy, one-half of all new funds
that are designated for faculty salary increases would be
devoted to ensure proportionate progression offaculty along
the existing minimum salary schedule. The policy asks that
the existing minimum salary schedule be fully funded and
implemented prior to increasing the floors specified. The
other half would be devoted to providing raises based on
meritorious performance, to accomodate competitive
market conditions, or resolve inequities.
Upon promotion in rank, a faculty member would receive
at least a ·5 percent greater salary than the average given to
all faculty that year. 1
Also the policy permits institutions to "reorder priorities
internally and .r eallocate existing personal salary funds" in
order to give additional increases to recognize meritorious
performance, to meet competitive market conditions, and to
rectify inequities.
The policy adds that no member of the faculty should
receive less than a $600 increase.

Wyatt's year-old evaluation fight taken step further
By Mlchael Kennedy
Staff Writer
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The decision of a hearing examiner
for the West Virginia Education
Employees Grievance Board, to be
handed down by May 24, will be the
latest chapter in a year-long series of
appeals of faculty evaluations for one
professor.
Testimony ended April 24 in the case
of Dr. W. Joseph Wyatt, assistant professor of psychology, and Hearing
Examiner Leo Catsonis has 30 days in
which to render a decision. Wyatt is
appealing a negative evaluation he
received from Donald D. Chezik, chairman of the Department of Psychology.
As of now, Wyatt will not beretained
as a faculty member after the spring
semester of 1987, according to a letter
from President Dale F. Nitzschke.
Wyatt is no stranger to the appeal
process. Wyatt has appealed his 1984

yearly evaluation, his failure to win accused Wyatt of inadequate knowlmerit pay for 1984, his 1985 yearly eva- edge of his subject and narrowness of
luation and his failure in l985toreceive viewpoint.
__
tenure. Although he won at one level of
In psychology Wyatt is known as a
the appeals process for both years, so "behavio~t'' - a term describing
far the decisions favorable to him have those who believe objective evidence of
been overturned.
behavior, such as observable
At the heart of his troubles, Wyatt responses to stimuli, is the only consays, is Chezik, who gave him unfavor- cern of research. ·
able faculty reviews for 1984 and 1985.
. ,
. .
Chezik declined comment on the
Chezik s memo mdicated a relucmatter because of the hearing examin- · tance on the part of Wyatt to giv~
er's pending decison.
prope! trea~men!, to other psychologiThe story began in November 1984 cal onentations. As an example to the
when Wyatt received a memo from problem, o~e (Department of Psy~holChezik outlining the reasons why he ogy promotion and tenure) committee
was not recommended for merit pay.
~ember suggested. ~at you kne'! so
Copies of that memo and of subse- httle _a~out anything but radical
quentdocumentspertainingtoWy~tt's behaVIonsi:n that yoa wc;,ul? be hard
evaluations and appeals were supplied preBSed to instruct a course m general
to The Parthenon by Wyatt.
psychology ,ven at ~~e fun~am~n~l
Chezik's memo of Nov. 2, 1984 deny- a~d superfiCial level, Chezik said m
ing merit pay to Wyatt- a memo later his memo.
described by Faculty Personnel ComHowever, a letter from the West Virmittee investigators as "scathing" ginia Board of Examiners of Psycholo-

gists dated Nov. 13, 1984 shows Wyatt
made 77 .5 percent on his Examination
for Professional Practice in 1978. The
average percentage nationwide for the
test is 71.12 percent and the paBSing
score in West Virginia is 61.44 percent.
Wyatt appealed the denial of merit
pay to the Faculty Personnel
Committee.
On April 10, 1985 committee investigators William J. Radig, associate professor of accounting and Nedra K.
Lowe, assistant professor of developmental and general education studies,
reported their findings to the Faculty
Per119nnel Committee.
"In our opinion, we believe Dr. Wyatt
should be given merit pay in this current academic year," their report said.
"We believe he was held to a different
standard than other faculty members.
We fvrther believe, due to these differential standards, there was more emo-

8" WYATT, Page 5
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Soviets say radiation declining in Kiev
Moscow..:_ The Soviet Union
Thursday projected an official calm
about the nuclear disaster near
Chernobyl, celebrating May Day as
usual and insisting radiation levels
had fallen despite U.S. reports of an
unabated inferno and discharge of
radiation.
But about 80 British and American students who arrived in Moscow from Kiev, about 80 miles south
of the Chernobyl nuclear power
plant, were taken to a clinic for
radiation 'tests1 that a British educator said were s uggested _b y the
Soviets.

Secretary of State Gei:>1-ge Shultz
said today that the Soviets rejected
the U.S. offer of help and that ·
casualties from the.accident are

higher "by a good ·measure" than
the Kremlin has acknowleged.
"They did reply that they appreciated the offer (of assistance) and
they don't sense any need for it at
this point," said Shultz in Bali,
Indonesia, where he is accompanying President Reagan on his 13-day
Far East trip.
The Soviets also turned down.an
offer from Sweden to accept radiation sickness patients- at a Stockholm hospital, officials. in Sweden
&aid.
' : .
On Wednesday, the Soviets
reported that two people had been
killed and 197 injured in th,! acci~
dent at the Ukrainian nuclear
power plant. The government statement said a reactor building had
been ripped apart, but gave no

cause.
On a tour of.Asia, President
Reagan said in Bali, Indonesia
today that although Soviet officials
had provided some information
about the disaster, the Kremlin's
account was incomplete.
"We're trying to keep track of
what's going on over there, but
we're limited in our knowledge," ·
Reagan told reporters.
The Soviets celebrated May Day,
the officially sa~ctioned workers'
holiday, with the traditional
.
parades toda'y in Moscow and other
cities, inch,1ding Kiev. Leading
newspapers relegated a day-old
government report on the disaster
to their inside pages, and played up
holiday news.
Thursday's report from Council of

Ministers, distributed by the official
Tass news agency, said radioactivity "on the territory of the NPS
(nuclear power station) ... dropped
1.5-2 times," and said work was
under way to dl)llctivate areas of
contaminated by radioactivity.
The statement gave no details of
the current or previous radiation
levels. The government statement
issued Wednesday night also said
radiation had declined at the Chernobyl plant, but did not provide any
data.
r
•
I
•
Tod~'s five-sentence report carried by Tass said medical aid was
being administered to those 1
affected, of whorri 18 were said to be
in serious· condition. No foreigners
were involved, Tass said.

C~arleston

Washington

Moscow

JAILBREAK
Two prisoners escaped
from the Kanawha County
Jail early Thursday after
overpowering four deputies and arming them,
selves with at least four
handguns, officials said.
State police issued an
all-points bulletin for the escapees, identified as
William F . Sneed, 32, of Nitro and Anthony
Pfeffer, 31, of Huntington.
.
Sheriff Danny Jones said a search was underway throughout a five-state area.
State police said the two were belleved to be
traveling in a cream-colored or yellow Pontiac
with Ohio license plates.

GROUNDING SAVES MONEY
The grounding of America's space shuttle fleet,
until the cause of the
Challenger accident is
found and fixed, is generating $1.5 billion ii:i savii:igs that could help pay
for a replacement shuttle.
'That comes from basically ~ing out of flight
operations for the current period and going back
into flight operations at a reduced rate," said
William R. Graham, acting administrator of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Although President Reagan is known to want a
shuttle replacement, he has not asked Congress
'for the $2.9 billion needed for a new orbiter, to fix
the problems in the solid rocket boosters and
make spare parts.

STUDENTS SAFE
A British diplomat said
Thursday that Soviet tests
reportedly indicate about
80 British and a halfdozen American students
were not exposed to harmful levels of radiation while staying 80 miles
south of the Chernobyl nuclear plant disaster.
The students were tested today at a Moscow
hospital after arriving from Kiev, the city of 2.4
million people that is 80 miles from the crippled
Ukrainian power plant. The tests were done by
Soviet doctors.
The British diplomat said Soviet officials
reported no indicati'}Ds from the tests that the
students' health was endangered in the Ukraine.
"To my knowledge all of them are well and in
no danger at all," he said. "There were different
levels of radiation detected, not particularly
significant as far as I understand it. Even at the
top end of the range, we believe it is well within
safety limits."

Morgantown
BRIDGES SAID OBSOLETE
About 75 percent of the state's 6,900 bridges
are structurally deficient or functionally obsolete,
a state highways department official says.
And many can be considered unsafe if weight
limits aren't adhered to, says Gangarao Hota, a
civil engineering professor doing bridge and
research projects for the state and federal
governm«int.
'Structurally deficient means thei:e is a degree
of hazard or lack of adequate safety," Hota said."
Functionally obsolete means they do not meet the
present day federal standards for things like
vertical clearance or alignment."
Central Church of the Naurene: Rev. Gay
McCabe, Superintendent Richard White.
1102 Adams Avenue, Huntington, WV
2S704. Phone 525-2321 or 523-2254.
Weekly Services: Sunday School 9:45;
Morning worship 10:30; Sunday evening
6:00; Wednesday evening 7:00.
Call for van pick-up.1'4ursery provided.
B'nal Sholom Congrqatlon: Rabbi Ste•
phen Wylen. Tenth Avenue at Tenth Street.
Phone 522-2980.
Weekly Services: Friday 7:45 p.m.; Saturday
9 a.m.; Sunday 9 a.m.
No,way Avenue Church of Christ: John W.
Miller Sr. Associate Burney Baggett, Camitus Min ister. 1400 Norway Avenue. Phone
525-3302 (office); Campus Minister 5239233.
Weekly Services: Sunday9:30a.m.; Sunday
Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.; Wednesday Bible class 7:30 p.m.; ·student group
Monday 7 p.m. Memorial Student Center
2W37. Transportation: Call 523-9233 for van
pick-up points.
Unity Center: Holiday Inn Gateway, East
Room, 6007 U.S. 60 East, Barboursville.
Weekly services: Sunday, 10:30 a.m. For
, more information call 529-1068.

Vancouver
MOUNT ST. HELENS
Steam and ash spewed from Mount St. Helens
Thursday and drifted as far as 25 miles north of
the volcano, witnesses said.
The steam burst occurred at 2:26 a.m., said
Steve Brantley, a U .S: Geological Survey geologist at the volcano observation center in
Vancouver.
The southwest Washington volcano has
•
belched steam 50 times since it broke a 10-month
quiet period with a steam burst April 15,
Brantley said.

Twentieth Street Baptist Church: Dr. Neil
W. Hoppe. Associate Rev. Joel M. Harpold.
20th Street & Fifth Avenue. Phone 523-0824.
Weekly Services: Sunday ~ool 9:30 a.m.;
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.; Sunday 7 p.m..
Transportation: Call if needed.
Central Christian Church (Dlsdples of
Christ): Rev. Harold E. Simones. 1202 5th
Avenue. Phone 525-nll.
Weekly Services:. Sunday School 9:45 (College Class); Worship 10:40, Youth Meeting
5:00.
Rrtt Church of Christ, Scientist: Eleventh
Ave. and Twelfth St. Re ading Room, S14
Ninth St. Phone 522-2784. 11-3.
Weekly Services: Sunday School 11 :00a.m.;
Worship 11:00 a.m., Wednespay Evening •
Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Johnson Memorial United Methodist: Dr.
F. Emerson Wood. Rev. 13. Richard Harrold,
Rev. Gary N. Shepard. Fifth Avenue and
Tenth Street. Phone 525-8116.
Weekly Services: Sunday 8:45 a.m.; Sunday
11 a.m.

New York
POLAR EXPEDITION
Twenty-one dogs, two sleds and six adventurers today drew to within 30 miles of the North
Pole in their bid to become the second expedition
to reach the pol~ without air support.
The five men and one woman of the Steger
International Polar Expedition were spotted just
short of the pole Tuesday by a Canadian military
reconnaissance plane.

Rrtt Presbyterian: Dr. Lynn Temple Jones.
Associates Dr. Edward Donnell, Rev.
Donald Weiglein. 1015 Fifth Avenue. Phone
523-6476.
Weekly Services: Sunday College and
Career Class 9:45 a.m.; Sunday Worship
10:50 a.m.; Sunday snack supper and discussion groups 6 p.m. Transportation: Call
for more information.
Grace Gospel Church: Independent Bap•
tistic, Pastor Dr. Dick Baker. 1159· Adams
Ave. Phone 522-8635.
Weekly Services: Sunday 10 a.m.; Sunday 6
p.m.; Wednesday 7:30 p.m. Active College/ Career Class. Student memberships
available. Free transportation. Call for
information.

Manhaill Catholic Community (Newman
Center): Father Jim O 'Connor, Chaplain.
1609 Fifth Avenue across from Corbly.
Phone 525-4618.
Weekly Services: Mass • Sunday 10:30 a.m.
& 6:00 p.m.; Weekday Mass please call for
times; Prayer meet ing on Thursday 7:30
p.m.; Center open daily. (During summer
the 6 :00 p.m. Sunday Mass canceled).

Hlghlawn Presbyterian Church: Dr. R. Jackson Haga. 2814 Collis Avenue. Phone 5221676.
Weekly Se rvices: Sunday school 9:45 a.m.;
Worship 11 a.m.; Sunday Youth Fellowship
· 6 p.m. (call for location); Wednesday Bible
. Study 7 p.m.

Fifth Avenue Baptist: Dr. R.F. Smith Jr. 1135·
Fifth Ave. Phone 523-0115.
Weekly Services: Sunday school 9:30 _a .m.;
Sunday Worship 10:45 a .m.; ~edne~day
Supper-5:15 p.m.; Wednesday Bible Study
6 :30 p.m. Transportation: Sundays9:20a.m .
and 10:20 a.m.

,
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Editorials

Commentaries

Letters

Another chapter written in _h istory of MU
Marshall University will soon bid farewell to
two of the most distinctive personalities to ever
grace this campus.
Grace Haeberle, administrative assistant to
the president, and Sam Clagg, chairman of the
Department of Geography, are retiring after
long and dedicated careers at the university.
Both have served the university for more than
40 years. Both are Marshall graduates, and
while they could easily have gone on to better
and brighter careers in other places, they chose
to stay at Marshall.
.
Their unfailing dedication to this university
is to be highly applauded. They not only worked
here; they distinguished themselves.
Clagg has written for numerous publications
and is best know for his book, "The Cam Henderson Story." He also makes maps of West Virginia, the most recent of which appears in most
history and geography classrooms. He also
served as interim university president after

"Donald ... Trade you a thorax and
six legs tor two c;>f your segments."

n. Parthenon
The Parthenon is produced every Tuesday through Friday
by Marshall University in conjunction with classes of the W.
Page Pitt School of Journalism. The editor has final authority
over news and editorial content. ·
Editor - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Mike Friel
Managing Editor
Burgetta Eplin
New, Editor
Pam King Sams
Sports Editors
Melissa Huff

and John Tolarchyk
Linda Jones
Pam McCallister
and Jim Weidemoyer
Chief Photographer
Eric Rinehart
AdvlMr _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Betsy B. Cook
Production Manager
Dorothy Clark
Production Staff
Barbara Bragg
Anne Conrad
Aiyssa Marquis
Chuck Rice
Kim Slawson
Advertising Manager _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Dona Young
Edltorlal-New1 Office
696-6696
Sports Office
696-3182
Advertising Office
696-2367
lmprnllona Editor
Wire Editors

former President Robert B. Hayes was forced to
resign.
Clagg is known as a disciplinarian. But he
adhered to his own strict standards, always preparing for class and striving to improve as a
professor, even after numerous years of teaching. He is highly respected among faculty,
administrators and students.
Al~ough he will continue to serve on thesesquicentennial committee, he
for the most
part be retired. The same applies to Haeberle,
who _,as agreed to work on special projects for
President Dale F. Nitzshcke.

the appointment book says. She has a sixth
sense for knowing just when a Parthenon reporter can catch the president. This she does with
the same pleasant, happy-go-lucky attitude for
which she is famous.
Haeberle and Clagg- who, incidentally, are
good friends - were acquainted with such Marshall greats as Cam Henderson and W. Page
Pitt. They tell humble tales of admiration and
respect for the people Haeberle terms "legends
of Marshall Uni_v ersity."
Whether they realize it or not, they too are
"legends" of Marshall University. And with
Haeberle's delightful personality and expert ~heir departure another chapter in the history of
planning skills will be sorely missed in the pres- Marshall is written.
ident's office. Unlike many executive secretarWe, at The Parthenon, wish Clagg and
ies, Haeberle always finds a way to fit into the Haeberle a long and fulfilling retirement, and
schedule those who need to see the president. we thank them for their 40 some years of faithWith unusual accuracy, Haeberle knows how ful service to the university.
long each appointment will last, no matter what .
Indeed, you will be missed .

will

. There's been a lot of hullabaloo lately about exorbitant campaign expenditures, especially . in state
Senate races in Kanawha and Cabell counties.
In the former, Charlie Jones, a newcomer to the
political scene but a seasoned businessman, is challenging incumbent Si Boettner. Boettner has served
two tenns each in both the Hou)ie of Delegates and
then the Senate.
Boettner refers to Jones as one of the "wolves of
privilege" in terms of his expenditures so far. To date,
Boettner has scraped together about $12,000 for his
campaign, nearly half of that from himself.
A $42,000 loan from his personal assets sent Jones'
·outlay over the $100,000 mark.
Back in Cabell and Wayne counties, competition
for a senate seat is almost as expensive.
Ned Jones, who has served one session in the
Senate after a gubernatorial appointment, had slathered $78,000 on the race as oflast month. This was
spent . mostly on expensive television advertising.
This figure, said Del. Sue Davis, his weathered opponent, "absolutely overwhelms me." Davis said it's 20
times what she has spent.
Ironically, these are all Democrats - and people
thought Republicans have all the money.
Detractors are scrambling to raise the level of hubbub. Loudest of all might be the accusation by the
West Virginia Citizens Political Action Committee
that this level of spending is "outrageous, unconscionable and repugnant to the electoral process."
What to do? We live in a democracy, not under a
totalitarian regime. Efforts to put the squeeze on one
citizen exercising his political right to seek election
smacks of more governmental control. Even the

Therese
Cox
· Supreme Court has ruled that campaign spending
limits are unconsitutional.
The question right now in West Virginia is not one
of certain political action committees entangling a
would-be elected representative in a gratuitous relationship, although this does exist on both national
and local levels.
' West Virginia law already puts a $1,000 ceiling on
campaign contributions. So, right here we're talking
about two unrelated businessmen, who, it appears on
the surface, are attempting to buy a senate seat with
their own wealth. And that's certainly difficult for a
school teacher to imitate.
But who's to say that Jones and Jones are not
every bit as competent or deserving of winning the
election? Haven't politicians been telling us lately
that West Virginia needs to improve its business
• climate?
It's a tough question. And it deserves some
thoughtful and ingenious solutions.
Voters would be betterifcandidatesdidn'tpackage
themselves like a box of Cheerios flashing acr08s the
tube. We need to know the real issues and where
candidates stand on theses issues.

Our readers speak
Springfest incidents hurt Marshall's image
To the editor:

Being a Marshall student, I want to examine the
record ofMarshall's 1986 Springfestweekend. Let me
present four points.
One: Upon going through Ritter Park after this
past weekend, I was amazed. I have never seen Rit1er
Park in such a mess in all my time here in Huntington. There were bottles, cans and all sorts of trash
everywhere... This leaves city employees one big
mess to clean.
Two: After the concert was over, I knew several
friends that volunteered to take students back to
their residence hall rooms ... because some students
were so drunk they were unable to get home
themselves.
Three: After the Springfest concert, I heard rumors
about fights and destruction in one of the campus
cafeterias. Upon talking with one of the managers, I
learned that there had been no destruction. HoweYer,

there were food fights and several fist fights . ...
Four: the Student Activities Board was a few tables
short for the concert activities. They asked to borrow
two tables from the Campus Christian Center. The
tables were returned, however, there were some problems. The two tables were left outside the center's
door with food and drink all over them. After they
were cleaned, it was discovered that the tables were
damaged. Each table had several deep gashes on the
top surface. These gashes cannot be repaired.
If these listed outcomes are the results of such a
weekend, serious questions should be raised. It
appears to me that something needs to be changed.
In most cases, it is only a few people that make all
the others look so bad. I hope that was the case in this
incident. These actions smear Marshall's good image
and give students a bad name.
Robert Tolar, Jr.
Huntington graduate student

..
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Losing Grace:
By Mellua K. Huff ·
Staff Writer

Marshall University ia losing Grace.
After 40 years of service at Marshall,
19 of which have been spent as an
administrative assistant to the university president, Grace Haeberle is
retiring.
·
Haeberle, 64, takes with her an abundance of Marshall memories. Some are
sad; most are happy. Haeberle laughs
when she thinks of them all.
"I often joke and say I've personally
known the three legends of Marshall
Unviersity - Page Pitt, Cam Hender:
son and Sam Clagg," Haeberle claims.
Her characteristic laughter ensues.
It is that same laughter that echoed
through th~ corridors ofOld Main back
in the early 1940s, when Haeberle was
a student in what was then the department ofjoumaliam. Her laughtercould
be heard in the athletic office in the
- later years of that decade or in the
department of education dutjng the
turbulence of the 1960s. She ·has been
in the president's office for 19 years.
"It seems I've always been a part of
it," Haeberle said, reflecting on her
· years at Marshall. So much so, she said
it may be a little difficult to departfromthe university she has dedicated the
better part of her life to.
But Haeberle said she feels the time
has come for her to make an exit from
what has become her second home. Her
last working day is June 10.
"You just reach that age," she
explained. "My husband is retired and
I think its time to retire," she said, noting that she and her husband want to

Haeberle leaves president's office
with memories of 40 years at MU

be free to travel and visit family.
only campus event that subdued the
Haeberle's a bsense in the president's otherwise easy flow of laughter that
office will be a noticeable one. She has Haeberle is reknown for.
worked there since 1953, during which
On a lighter note, Haeberle fondly
time she has made appointments, set recalls her days as secretary for
agendas for and generally managed Athletic Director and head basketbalthe time of five presidents.
l/football coach Cam Henderson. She
She has often been complimented for laughs as she thinks of her workload
her extraordinary ability to shuffle then, in the mid-1940s as compared to
and schedule appointments for the today.
president, something she downplays
"When I worked-in the athletic office
as being "only a matter of practice."
years ago, I was the only person over
"I've just been doing it so long," she
said, "When Dr. (Rolan) Nelson was
here (in the late 1960s), he said something about my ability to schedule. I
wasn't aware that it required any special ability," she said.
Haeberle also is noted for her knowledge of Marshall history. Not only does
she know it, she hasseen mostofitfirst
hand. Haeberle can rememb~r when
the university consisted of only Old
Main - where most of the classes were
housed - Northcott Hall, the original
science building and library and· the
women's gym, which was tom down a
few years ago.
Haeberle has seen Marshall grow
from a college to a university, adding
and expanding buildings such as Buskirk, Prichard, Twin Towers and Henderson Cn:eter. She remembers when the
student body was involved in the protest movement of the 1960s, which, she
said, was conservative compared to
other campuses. And she recalls the
chilling atmosphere that pervaed the
campus following the tragic plane
crash in 1970.
It is perhaps the only memory of
Haeberle's days that she speaks of
with a serious face. It may well be the

there (aside from Henderson). I sold
tickets, did the requisitions, scheduled
the trips, you knqw, just everything.
One person! I had to schedule the basketball trips, do the expense accounts
and carry copy down to the Herald::
Dispatch. I had to sell tickets ... It
wasn't anything for me to have to take
tickets downtown and pick them up. I
did all of the correspondence. I don't
know how I did it," she said
laughingly_.
·

Yearbook Distribution
Tuesday, May 6 through Friday, May 9
9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Memorial Student Center
Full-time students both Fall and Spring semesters eligible with I.D. and
Student Activity Card. Chief Justice yearbooks distributed on firstcome, first-served basis.

The Sisters Of Beta Phi Chapter
Of Phi Mu Fraternity
Would Like To Congratulate
Their New Initiates:

DRIVE THRU &
CARRY OUT

SPECIALS

Chilled Wine &

Wl1[t\airhampagne
HEADQUARTER~--S
1301 3rd Ave.
522-1823
Free Cups With Any Keg, Free Keg Delivery Within 1 Mlle
To MU Students & Faculty

Order Early On Kegs To Guarantee Equipment

Lori Aprea
Tracy Few

Judy Fransisco
Anne Maselli
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - SPRING 1986
EXAM
HOUR

SATURD-'.'Y ••
MAY J

1:00 • .ffl.
1111
10: 00 • • ,..

c,.....

Cl• IMI

MMtlng At:

Meeting Al:

3: 30 :rTH

10: 00 MWF

11 : 00 MWF

..

10: 15

8.m.

• t tll ,
12: 15 P·••

MONDAY
MAY 5

TUESDAY
MAY 6

T HURSDAY
MAY I

FRIDAY
MAY 9

Classes

Cf• SMI

M• tlng At:

Meeting At:

CfalMI
Meet ing At:

9: 00 Miff

11 : 00 TTH
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NOTE: All clasMS - •ing ,: 00 p . •. and ofter will be .,._,ned at their regular cl111 - •Ing beginning, Monday,
May 5, through and Including Thursday~ May • ~ even if the •xa• faU • on • Study Day. All Saturday
clasMS will be examined on May 3.
·
•
·

Wyatt--------a..____._ __
From Page 1
tion involved in the original denial
than was prudent."
Not being psychologists, Radig and
Lowe declined to judge the quality of
Wyatt's work as a professor. " However," they said, "~e feel qualified to
point out situations in which faults perceived in a faculty member have been
magnified out of proportion."
According to the report, Chezik
agreed with them that his memo of
Nov. 2 was too strong and that that
had been pointed out to him by three
faculty members. "We believe this is
representative ofthe excessi"e emotion
involved in this issue," the report
concludes.
The report recommended•Wyatt's
grievance be carried on to the next
higher level and that it not go back to
the psychology department.
A letter from Virginia Plumley,
chairwoman of the Faculty Personnel
Committee, to Dr. Alan Gould, thenacting vice presidimt for academic
affairs, asked him to ignore the parargraph that recommends Wyatt's griev ance not be sent back to the
psychology department because, "it is
not germane to this case."
The committee decision was upheld
by Emory Carr, acting dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
The decision of the Faculty Personnel Committee subsequently was overturned by Robert F . Maddox, associate
academic vice president. He was asked
by Nitzschke and Gould to review the
grievance. In his report to Nitzschke,
Maddox came to the conclusion that
Wyatt was evaluated in accordance
with the same process used to evaluate
other non-tenured psychology department members. Ma$dox also" found
that the merit process must take into
account some sort of evaluation process. He acknowledged Wyatt's continued appeal of his faculty evaluation.
On Nov. 15, Wyatt was found "below
average" in Chezik's evaluation for
1985. Chezik cited complaints from
graduate students about the quality of
his graduate supervision, presentations biased toward the behaviorist
viewpoint, and lower than departmentaverage student evaluations.
Chezik's evaluation mentioned a
class that gave Wyatt an overall rating
of 2.02 on the 1-to-5 scale. "The majority of instructors in our department
typically receive average student ratings on the 'overall' question between
1.3 - 1.8 (1 is best)," Chezik's said.
In fact, the class to which Chezik
referred is an anomaly for the evaluation period. In all other classes for the
fall 1984, spring and summer 1985
semesters, Wyatt received " overall"
ratings of between 1.3 and 1.7 on

department stud~nt eval"iiations.
Wyatt began passing out his own
student evaluations in addition to
department student ·evalutions in 1984
because, he said, he did not trust the
department evaluation process. The
results of each ev~luation are tallied by
students, and his evaluation, unlike
the department evaluation, includes a
section for type of approach he primarily teaches. In two of four classes,
Wyatt's evaluation tabulations show
he taught primarily "ecclectic psychology." One class thought he taught
ecclectic psychoiogy about equally
with behavioristic psychology and in
one class eight voted that he taught
behaviorism mostly , while five
thought his course was mostly
ecclectic.
On Jan. 13, 1986, Wyatt filed grievance before the West Virginia Education Employees Grievance Board. The
decision on this grievance is still
pending.
In another action, the COLA Subcommittee on Promotion and Tenure
recommended Wyatt for tenure in a letter of Feb. 6. " Our vote to recommend
tenure for Dr. Wyatt is, in part, a reaction to what the majority of our
members see as inappropriate activity
by the department chairper$on acting
against the applicant," says the
recommendation.
One subcommittee member, Donna
J. Spindel, associate professor of history, and wife of Stuart W. Thomas,
professor of psychology and psychology department Promotion and Tenure
Committee member, dissented. She
cites the 4-2 decision of the department
Promotion and Tenure Committee not
to grant tenure t ~ Wyatt as her main
reason.
" It is nonsense to say that they voted
against tenure to protect their own
future in the department," she said in
her dissent. "The psychology department is not a department under seige
and to suggest this is to distract atten•
tion from the real issue before us - Dr.
Wyatt's fitness for tenure."
Dr. Emory Carr, dean of COLA,
wrote a letter Feb. 7 to Dr. Carol Ann
Smith, vice president of academic
affairs, recommending Wyatt be
granted tenure:
On March 19, Dr. Alan Gould, assistant to the president for special projects,
overturned tpe COLA decision. " It is
my professional opinion that compelling circumstances must exist before
on e entertains the action of overturning a decision made by a department
a nd a chair on questions of tenure and
promotion," he said in a letter to
Nitzschke. "I do not believe that such a
case is made regarding the committee's
and dean's decisions with regard to the
tenuring of Dr. Wyatt."

only at:
Marshall
University Bookstore

Fast• Reliable •Efficient
The Marshall University Bookstore has
recently Installed a computerized buy-back
system to insure constant accuracy and top
prices for books that are purchased.

MUB, Your Bookstore
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Applications up
•

•

•

MU location, costs are factors
By Jerry McKeen
Reporter

A Leader
Who Will
Fight For
Marshall's
Fair Share

Marshall's chief recruiter of new
students isn't ready to jump up and
down about prospects of new _stu•
dents for next fall, but he is smiling
• a lot these days about-Jiow things
look at this point.
Dr. James W. Harless, admissions
director, said applications for
•'admissions are up, American College Testing scores of applicants are
higher, more freshmen are applying
than before and more women have
indicated an interest in attending
Marshall.

''
____,,___
We talked to 10,700 people. ·
We gave out more literature.
There is more interest, no
doubt about it.
James W. Harless

sen

classes.
New information on who is applying was to reach Harless athis week.
Recently, the number of applica·
tions was approximately 2,400, 146
more than last year at -the same
time. The average ACT score for
incoming students is now 19.1; last
year the composite test score was
18.7.
There are many factors why Mar•
shall is doing better, Harless said.
"The location, the price tag and the
campus itself. Also, its because ofall
the different majors we offer."
Marshall recruiters were working
harder on the road as they met with
1,400 more students at career and
college days in high schools around
the state. "We talked to 10,700 peo, pie." Harless said. " We gave out
more literature. There is more interest, no doubt about it."
Also, t here have been moregroup
activities involved in getting more
students to come to Marshall, Harless said. "Activities like SCORES
and the band festival bring a lot of
interest to the campus. The students
get a chance to see what it is like."
Harless said a lot of things must
be taken into account before students actually come to Marshall.

While the figures look good, Harless cautioned that it is stiU early
and nothing is settled until students
actually register and show up for

Musser ends p_residency
with words of advice
By Cami Eooch
Reporter

In 25 years as a university, Marshall has never been adequately funded. Ned Jones In his first month as your
state senator responded to the problem by introducing
Senate Resolution #10. This _
legislation was the catalyst
for action by the legislature and the Board of Regents
to address this inequity.

Former Student Senate President
James C. Musser, Cattletsburg, Ky.
senior, left final words to the senators
and students of Marshall University.
"Student Senate should first and
foremost continue reach out to the students and take care of their coricerns,"
Musser said. "But at the same time
senators should also increase their visibility and become closer to their constituencies and follow through on the
good·ideas the new group in senate has.
The ideas shouldn't go.to waste.
"They (the senators) should continue
to pull with the executive branch and
work as a united force and keep internal struggles to a minimum."
According to Musser, the new role of
student body vice president, presiding
over senate meetings, should be beneficial to both th'e senate and the executive branch because it forces the two
closer together.
"Each branch knows what the other

is doing now. I'm sure snags will occur
along the way, because this is a new
system. Any new system has bugs to be
worked out. But I think S cooby (Student Body Vice President Brendan
"Scooby" Leary) will do-a good job."
Musser said Leary and Student Body
President John R. FrassiilJ!lli are
organizing a presidential council to
deal with student a pathy and are taking steps now to deal with the situation. The Parthenon and student
government should also get along better with the new administration,
Musser said.
"Fraz isn't Andy Brison (former student body presi(ient Andy Brison) and
things will probably be handled in a
more low-key manner. It should be
beneficial to both - I think the relationship will be a good one."
Winding down his year as senate
president, Musser said he wants to tell
students he enjoyed serving in Student
Senate. Even though he is leaving
office, Musser says he will continue to
work for the betterment of students on
campus.

*
*

Under Senator Ned Jones' leadership, the West Virginia
Senate, for the first time, recognized Marshall's mission
as one of the state's two main pillars of higher education.

*

Senator Jones used his leadership abilities and
knowledge of Marshall's funding problems to pe~suade
the Legislature and Governor's office to allocate an additional $270,000 to Marshall's Medical School. Dr.
William P. Bristol, Associate Dean, claims this action
saved a major department of the school.

*
*

His co-sponsorship of the Economic Development A~t of
1986 resulted in the establishment and funding of the Institute of International Trade at Marshall University.

Med School lecture features
Starlz, liver transp~ant expert

On April 15, 1986, Marshall University received extra fund·
ing in the form of a reallocation in the amount of
$425,000-of which $325,000 was in the critical area of
personal services.

By Tina White

In an unprecedented action by a state legislator,·Senator
Jones met with the Board oJ Regents to initiate action
to correct Marshall's eighth-place pqsition in state fund·
ing of colleges and universities.

Education is a priority with Senator Ned Jones. He takes action where action is needed. In his first two months as your
senator, he has proven he does more than just introdu~e legislation · HE GETS IT PASSED AND FUNDED.
Paid fo r ·by the
Elect Senator Ned Jones Comm1Hee. David Fox. Jr. Treasurer

Reporter

-

Graduation week activities of the
Marshall University School of Medicine will include a ceremonial "Last
Lecture," open to the public at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Smith Music Hall.
The lecturer will be Thomas Starzl,
professor of surgery at the University
of Pittsburgh, who has been called the
father of liver transplantation.
Starzl performed the first successful

liver transplant in 1967 and has done ·
nearly h alf of the transplants since. In
1984, he performed the world's first
successful heart-liver transplant.
"He is a pioneer in the entire field of
transplantation. His contributions are
equaled by only on e or two other individuals in that field," said MU-School
of Medcine Dean Lester R. Bryant.
Also open to the public is the school's
Investiture Ceremony, at which the
medical graduates take their hippocratic oath , 8 p.m. May 9 at the Huntington Civic Center.
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BOR bond ap_proval may get fine a.rt_
s ball rolling
•.

By Marie H. Blas
Reporter

When students return in the fall, they may see a
rather large hole in the ground marking the first step
toward construction of the new fine arts facility'.
Edward Grose, vice chancellor for administrative
affairs with the Board of Regents, said in a letter to
· President Dale F . Nitzschke that the sale ofthe$10.4
million bond package for phase one of the facility
may .be_!lPP,r9ved during the Tuesday meeting of the

BOR
According to Grose's letter, the BORhas appointed
bond counsel and a financial adviser to oversee the
distribution of bonds for projects throughout the
state, including Marshall's facility.
Dr. Paul A. Balshaw, dean of the College of Fine
Arts, said the sale of bonds indicates construction
may begin soon. " We've had authorization from the
governor for over a year to sell these bonds, so I'm
happy to see that things are finally moving."
Stipulations by the Internal Revenue Service, however, require that 90 percent of the bond funds be

expended within 36 months of receipt. According to
Grose, meeting tht:Se guidelines is the responsibility
of the university. If construction will exceed the maximum figure provided, measures must be taken to
trim costs without sacrificing quality.

''

We've had authorization from the goverr19r
for over a year to sell these bonds, so I'm
happy to see that things are finally moving.

_____,,_____
Paul A. Bal1haw

Balshaw said he is confident IRS guidelines can be
met. "My greatest concern is not with the industry or
the architects, but with the great amount of time it
takes getting things approved with the state," he
said. " Our bureaucracy is slow when it comes to getting things-done."
Balshaw said he hasn't been notified of the approval of two important change orders yet. These orders

$50,000 grant-provides sorority
with refurbished home for fall
By Eric Fossell
Reporter

Alpha Chi Omega sorority women
can go home during the summer .with
the eager anticipation of having an
extensively remodeled house to come
back to in fall, the result of a $50,000
grant awarded to them by their
nationals.
"We only asked for a new roof,"
Michelle Shields, the sorority's
adviser, said. "We were shocked and
amazed at what they chose to give us."
Along with a new roof, the sorority
women also can expect to see new
Greek letters on the side of their house
facing Fifth Avenue and the entire
name spelled out on the Hal .Greer
Boulevard side, Shields said. Wrought
iron porch benches will be purchased
and landscaping will be done, she
added. She said a new air conditioning unit has already been installed.
Changes also will be made in the
interior. Shields said the living room
and basement will be r~odeled, new
living room furniture and dining room
tables will be purchased, and hallways, now carpeted, will be changed
to slate. She said the sorority also will
be getting a loan which will be used to
purchase a baby grand piano for the
living room.
.
Shields said the sorority had written
.

a letter to Sue Gaston, a national represen tati ve in Lexington, Ky., which
asked for funding for a new roof. She
said Gaston responded enthusiastically and said, "As long as one girl is
breathing in that house, the Gamma
Omicron chapter will remain on campus." Shields said Gaston's gift to the
sorority came at a time when m.embership had nearly tripled.
·

,,·

We only asked for a new roof.
We were shocked and amazed
at what they chose to give us.

____,, --· Michelle Shields
.. .

"It's a definite show of confidence in
that particular chapter," Greek
Adviser Linda Templeton said.
According to Shields, receipts of the
riew purchases will be sent to Gaston
as the changes are made. She said the
work will be contracted throughout the
summer and the sorority will have an
open house in fall. She said the overall
appearance of the house will be quite
different.
·
Deb Ally, sorority member and Huntington junior, said the feeling among
the women is one of disbelief. "This is
great ---just unbelievable," she said.

would allow an additional $2 million to be added to
the architects' contract for construction of an experimental theater and would authorize the next step of
development including complete blue prints for the
entire building.
He said the university must confer with the architects about when construction should begin. "I am
looking forward to the visit of the design team to
discuss plans for the building," he said "Although
the architects were told not to work during the delays,
I'm sure that their generation of creative ideas for a
project of this size con~inued; on."
Bal shaw said the architects have indicated 18 to 24
months is a reasonable amount of time for construction·, although this is not a set figure to work by.
"UnderIRS guidelines, we would still have a year left
with these estimates."
Nitzschke indicated ground breaking ceremonies
will ,t ake place in August. Balshaw said he had not
talked with the president yet but ·when ground is
broken, it will be a celebration to remember.
"We want, to make the biggest splash possible
because this is a project with a lot of support from a
lot of people and with a lot of expectation," he said

-

Repairs n-o t major but needed
for Science Building Annex
By Tina White
Reporter

When students return to school for
the next fall semest'er, they won't be
seeing any obvious changes in the
Science Building Annex , but
changes will be made. Dr. E. S.
Hanrahan, dean of the College of
Science, said it will· be approximately six months before construction will begin on the old building.
Marshall officials are now in the
process of choosing an architectural
design firm. This firm then will be
referred to the Board of Regents for
a final decision.
Although there won't be any
major construction this summmer,
some minor problems with the new
building that have been discovered
will be repaired at this time, Hanrahan said.
The fourth floor of the .building,
which was closed by the fire marshal because of ventilation problems, should be open next fall, he
said. This section was determined
unsafe when a fume hood vent
designed to allow ~armful gases to
escape' the classrooms was discovered beside the vent which provides an intake of fresh air.

Banrahan also said w"ork will be
done on temperature control in the
greenhouse section of the new building. "We have been having trouble
controlling the temperature, which
can be a major problem with a
greenhouse," he s.aid.

We have been having trouble
controlling the temperature,
which can be a major protr
I-em with a greenhouse.

____,,___
E. S. Ha•ahan

Ceiling tiles and trim will be
repJaced in some areas of the new
building- this summer too, Hanrahan said. Some ofthe tiles have been
stained by water and need to be
replaced. Trim coming loose around
the boarders will be repaired also, he
said.
When work begins in the old building, the outcome will be a completely'
renovated building, Hanrahan said
-When people walk into the Science
Building, that is exactly what they
will be doing.

...

I

Two projects to bring beauty, efficiency to campus
By Marie H. Blas
Reporter

,

Summer is usually designated for
campus improvements. However; this
fall students will see the construction
of Smith Hall's four new elevators and
the beginning of a new look for central
field.
Harry Long, director of plant operations, said the architect has just been
appointed to come up with a landscape
design for central field behind the
Science Building. He said he hopes
plans will be · complete by summer's

end. "We will not have tennis courts
. there, Long said. "It will be strictly a
landscaping project."
Private parking outside of the Campus Christian Center will be eliminated with only service vehicles
allowed to enter for temporary periods,
Long said. This is part of President
Dale F. Nitzschke's plan to make Mll!shall University a pedestrian campus.
"Piece by piece, all on campus parking will be eliminated," Long said.
"We'll replace the lots with landscaping and parking will be provided for
through more land acquisitions."

A tenative budget for the project is
$75,000. However, the architect does
not have to stay within this estimate.
"The figure may vary according to
need," Long said.
Plans for Smith Hall's new elevators
are complete and the university is
accepting construction bids, Long
said. The cost of these elevators is projected at $1.2 million_
Long said the elevators will be in a
shaft to be constructed on the south
side of Smith Hall between it and Old
Main. Also, a britlge will l>e built connecting the sidewalk beside Old Main

with the second floor of Smith Hall.
"As you walk into the ne" l ~bby,
there will be two elevators on eal .Jide
of you," Long explained. If a student
enters from Old Main, he will have to
take the elevator down to first floor and
a student entering from the handicap
walk willhavetotaketheelevatorupto'
reach the main lobby.
According to Long, after the four elevators are completed, the old one will
be overhauled. "Eventually we hope to
have five workng elevators in Smith,"
he said. Construction should begin this
fall.
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Chief Justice
to be distributed
, The.. 19~,B(i. M~i:~hall' Univer~.
· sity yearbooks will be distributed
Tuesday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the lobby of the
Memorial Student Center.
Copies of the Chief Justice will
be distributed on a first-come, firstserved basis to studehts who,
attended Marshall full-time both
fall and spril).g semest.er,s.
After Friday, yearbooks may be
picked up in the main office of the
School of Journalism, Smith Hall

Friday, May .I; 1916 Thcfl'•.tlllftCM-,

Slack to retire as director of libraries _
By Jerry McKeen

Reporter

Aft.er 14 years with the libraries at
Marshall, Dr. Kenneth T. Slack, director of libraries, will retire June 30. ,
But Slack will not completely leave'
the university. The James E. Morrow
Library will receive a collection of over
10,000 items of confederate material
from Dr. Rosanna A. Blake, an alumni
of Marshall. Slack will serve as the bibliographer for the collection. His job
will be to organize the material in a
new section of the library.
321.
.
Slack's other accomplishments,. Validated Marshall I.D. and ., include the establishment of a special
activity cards must be presen t.ed in
collections· department. "It has done
order to, receive a yepbook. Stu- .: very well. Four -serious books have
dents may pick up books for . been written using that- collection."
friends if they have the necessary
Slack said.
cards in ·the other students' names.
Slack also helped to establish the
· computer catal~ing system. Also he

opened the stacks to students. Pre- Slack said:·••r Hke the college ~ -vironviously, students had to ask a librarian ment and the enthusiasm around the
for a book.
library." ·.
· "I've had a successful 14 years, with
Interviews for Slack's replacement
wonderful cQoperation with the
will
continue today. Robert L. Burr, the
Library Advisory Committee." Slack
said. "And I think I was lucky to find third of three candidates for -the. job,,
will be interviewed by the fatult,.yt'rofu
such a competent staff."
10:30 to 11:30 a .m. in the student cenWhen Slack came to Marshall, there ter. Burr is director of libraries at Gonwere 251,000 bound volumes in the zaga University in Spokane,
library. Currently there are 364,000 Washington.
books, or an addition of about 30 per0th.er candidates are Dr., David M.
cent to the collection. ,
Gillespie,
director of libraries at FrostIn addition to his work with the
libraries, Slack is also very involved burg State College, Frostburg, MD,
with church activities. A member of the and Dr. Dudley Yates, dir.e ctor of
Church of Latt.er Day Saints also · libraries at Louisiana Tech Uni~~rsity.
known
.as athe
Mormon
,church, Slack
has
been
leader
in deyeloping
new .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - church buddings from Logan ,to
Parkersburg.
" I ·wish I wasn't going to retire. I like
what I've done. I'll do it until I am 100."

.

OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL

what's in it .for you?
The Air Force · offers you the
chance for a challenging,
rewarding career. We offer a
good starting salary ... complete medical and dental care ...
30 days vacation with pay each
year... low cost life insurance,
and much, much more. Let Air
Force Officer Training School
help you become what you
want to be. For more information contact:

Sergeant Larry Harding

304-925-1094
(Call Collect)
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IE£CHWOOD APARTMENTS MU Students. Now taking applications.
Summer rates. All electric. Next to
campus on Fifth Ave. $270/ mo. Call
522-6132 or 525-9508.

I

,·

Otoa Ol , TWO bedroo m furnished

apartments. Available for summer
term orfall/ summer ofnext year. 5223187.
AVAIUII.E TO interested faculty on
June 1. Two 2-bedroom apartments at
1530 Third Avenue. Long term leases
desired with rent s negotiable. Phone
429-2324.
FIMALE to share large home near Rit-

ter Park. Sun porch. Private room.
Summer or long term. 525-9538.
fUltHtSHED J#f. 1 or 2 large bedrooms,
off-street parking. Laundry facilities.
1739 6th Ave. 522-1843.
ltESOlT HOTELS, cruise lines and
amusement parks are now accepting
applications for employment! To
receive an application and information, write: Tourism Information Services, P.O. Box 7881, Hilton Head
Island, SC 29938.
GllM>UATE ASSISTANT wanted in the

College of Edu cation for 1986-87
sch ool term. P erson must be willing to
work with education majors as well
as the Cabell County Public Schools.
Organization s kills and dedication to
the job is a must. Please call for an
appointment. 696-3130.

TM Pa1Mnon Atmr, Ma, W, ,,_
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'Braine storms'
AD says stadium report, schedule among ·accomplishments
Although some short-term goals
have seen fruition, .Athletic Director
David Braine said he must continue to
pursue improvement of Marshall athlete's graduation rate and some fan's
behavior at basketball games.
Developing the athletic department
budget, preparing a proposal for the
football stadium site and improving
games schedules were goals Braine
said he has for the mos.t part accomplished in the six months he has-been at
Marshall~

progress. We're better than the norm in
most BChools. We want to make it equal
to or better than the University average," he said.
Braine also said is working with Student Body President John Frassinelli
to institute a student-usher program in
which Marshall students ·would monitor their peers' behavior at games.
Braine has said he is upset with the
obscene and unsportsmanlike behavior of a small number of fans, particularly at basketball games.
"I think the fan thing was blown out
of proportion," Braine said "I think we .
have great fans. Anytime you average
9000 fans for 16 home games and
(have) that kind of noise level at the
games, I'd be cutt1ng my throat to criticize them. I just want to make it better." The student-ushers will help
because other students probably will
respond more positively to their peers,
he said.
Another area which has been and
will continue to be concentrated on is
the drug-education program, he said.
Drug-testing, as mandated by NCAA
rules, will begin in the fall and drugeducation programs are on-going at
Marshall.
Braine said he does not think drugs
are a problem among Marshall
athletes.
"All things willcomeoutnextyear ...
I don't think we have a problem any
more so than other colleges. We currently have a drug-education committee with three doctors and two
counselors and students with a problem go through that committee. f am
not privy to that information, it'sconfi-

''
____ ,,____
We're below the university cNerage, which is not good ...But
. we're making progress.

David Bralnc

"I'm proud of what we've accomplished ... When you first come into a
place you have to learn the s~t.em, get
to know everybody. We also had to
select an entire football coaching s.taff
and a new football coach and we rearranged the department," he said.
Braine says he wants to concentrate on student athete graduation
rates in the next. few years because
they are too low. "I don't think it's
good enough," he said of the 65 percent
graduation rate of athletes who have
completed five years of education sinoe
1982.
.
"We're below the university average,
which is not good ... But we' re making

Athle_
te graduation rate lower
than _Marshall student average
Although Marshall will graduate 63
percent of its athletes involved in
revenue sports in 1986, the total average of athletes graduating after five
years of education is 36 percent from
1982 to the present, according to Dr.
Stan Maynard, director ofthe studentathlete program.
This does not fair favorably to other
Southern Conference· s<;hools, Maynard said.
However, when combined with the
93 percent five-year graduation rate for
athletes in non-revenue sports since
1982, the average raises to 65 percent,
which is 5 percent lower than nonathletic students.
The statistics the Student Athlete
Program now have are based on athletes who used up their eligibility with
Marshall and junior college transfers
who have spent two years at Marshall.
The 1986 graduation rate for students in school for five years is 100
percent for non-revenue and 63 percent
for revenue sports, according to Maynard. Non-revenue sports are all sports
other than men's basketball and
football.
A breakdown of athletes who will
graduate this year after attending
Marshall for five-years goes as follows.
In football, 60 percent will graduate;
66 percent will graduate in men's basketball;. 90. percent will graduate in

baseball and 100 percent will graduate
in swimming, soccer, track, golf, baseball and women's basketball.
The statistics that the Student Athlete Program now have are based on
athletes who used up their.eligibility
with Marshall and junior college
transfers who have spent two years at
Marshall.
Maynard said the student-athlete
program is working to increase the graduation rate to a level more comparable with other Southern Conilrence
schools. Davidson and Furman averages are especially high because both
have higher admissions standards, he
said.
"If the athletes stay with us, then all
of them should graduate," Maynard
said. For now, though, Maynard said a
more realistic goal would be an 85-90
percent athlete graduation rate. The85
percent rate would be one ofthe leading
graduation records in the Southern
Conference, Maynard said.
Maynard said the program's ultimate goal is to have the highest grad ua ti on rate in the Southern
Conference.
Both Maynard and Dorothy Hicks,
Marshall'S NCAA representative,
said new NCAA standards will
improve graduation rates and will
force coaches to be more realistic about
an athlete's academics when
recruiting.

dential ... But, I don't know of any students involved (in drugs).
Braine said in all sectors, there is a 6
to 10 percentage range of persons
involved with drugs, whether it be
athletics or academics. He said probably the biggest drug problem and the
area most concentrated on in the education programs is alcohol abuse.

is up to the governor to decide if, when,
and how it will be funded.
The athletic department budget will
be presented to the budget committee
Wednesday for review before submission to President Dale F. Nitzschke for
final approval.
Braine said no specific amount is
being requested, but funding directly
from the university runs at about
$780,000. Although the athletic department is better off than most departments, because it uses donations and
money collected from radio and television advertising, money for a remodeled weightroom is needed. This is an
area that has been neglected in the
past and it has hurt Marshall teams, he
said.
The overall athletic department
budget runs about $2.4 million dollars,
Braine said. Approximately $50,000 of
that comes from · radio shows but·
Braine hopes to up that sum to $70,000
next year, he said.
Only a few details need to be worked
out in the scheduling to make it complete, he said.One of those is the basketball team's contest with University
of -Charleston. He said the team will
play the Golden Eagles only once, if at
all.
Braine's philosophy of his job is a
simple one. ' "Our job is to make it as
easy as possible for the coaches to
coach, within the framework of NCAA
and university rules."
Braine also said he has no intention
of seeking Marshall's removal from the
Southern Conference because conference teams are competitive and Marshall has nowhere else to go.

''
____,,____
Our job is to make it as easy as
possible for the coaches to
coach, within the framework of
NCAA and university rules.

"'

D8¥1d Bralnc

He said the fact that athlet.es know
when drug-testing will occurwillserve
as preventive medicine, instead of a
warning signal. Also, random drug
testing will go on throughout the year.
"That's the key thing. If they know
they are going to be tested, but they
don't know when, it'll prevent (drugabuse) ," he said.
In looking at his six months at Marshall, Braine lists the rescheduling of
several basketball games, the preparing of the athletic department budget
and the creation of a funding package
for the football stadium as accomp
lishments.
The stadium package was one of his
first reponsibilitiee when he took over
thejoh_in October. It has been prepared
and sent to,Gov. -Arch A. Moore and it
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MU grad 'coaches' Fortune 500 company
Keeping pace with two children did
require some sacrifices. Gibson's husband Jim, whom she met while he was
Staff Writer
a Sig Ep at Marshall, quit his job with
Verna Gibson considers herself a the Schick razor company for three
years when the girls entered high
coach.
As president of the largest and fas- school.
test growing retail company in the Uni"We both thought the high school
ted States, Gibson calls the plays for a years were very important," she said.
big team.
"The girls were involved in a lot of
In July, Gibson took over the reigns activities, and we felt one ofus ought to
of the Limited stores, the 603-linked be home when they needed us."
chain that is the flagship company of
"Jim was a trend-setter. He was a
the Limited, Inc., which also owns
house
husband before anybody had
Limited Express, Lane Bryant, Lerner,
Victoria's Secret, Henri Bendel, and heard of one," Gibson said.
Mast Industries. It is a move that made
Now that their daughters are grown,
her the only female president of a For- Jim has returned to the business world
tune 500 company.
as owner ofJ. Duffy's home accessories
Gibson launched her retail career stores of Columbus and Dayton. But
from downtown Huntington where she the busy couple still place their family
worked at the·Smart Shop to pay her- first.
way through a two-year program in
Gibson said she and her husband fremarketing and management at Mar- quently visit Beth at Boston College in
shall University.
Massachussetts, and their oldest
When she began her college studies, daughter Kelly, a 22-year-old Ohio UniGibson was headed for a career in versity student.
math and science, but she said her job
at the Smart Shop had sparked a love
affair with retail.
"I liked the facets ofrunning a business," she said. "A store is kind of like
an event. There's constant change. It's
romantic in some ways."
Gibson has not forgotten the idea of
constant change, and she said keeping
it in mind distinguishes her from other
corporate retailers.
"I always try to concentrate on what
the customer wants tomorrow," Gibson said. "I'm a great strategic thinker.
I spe.nd a lot of time thinking about
where we ought to be. Many retailers
fail to do that, and if you don't stay on
top of tomorrow, you'll sink in this
business."
Gibson said when she came on board
with the Limited in 1971, one of the
first tasks she and company founder
Les Wexner set out to accomplish was
developing a strategy, and she said
that strat~y still governs what the
Limited customer· sees in today's
stores.
~
The plan was simple. Give the American woman l}igh fashion at a low
~~
~
~
price. "American women Jove fashion,
Do
You
Qualify
For
and she (the American woman) was
told it was only for people in big cities
Pre-approved Credit? who could pay the high prices," Gibson
fil' You Must Be A Graduate
said.
fil' You Must Have A Job Commitment
Seeing that plan become a reality
fil' You Must Visit The Showroom
took a lot of work.
fil' You Must Hurry
"The problem we faced was price
points. If we could give customers
Yes, pre-approved credit from Ford Credit can be yours.
designer fashion at a lower price, we
You must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN
knew the American woman would be
license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986,
ready for it," she said.
and
you must have verifiable employment that begins within
With her strategy in place, Gibson
120 days of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient
went searching for low-priced fashion
to cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment. Your
in Europe, while at the same time nursing the then fledgling eight-store comcredit record, if you have one, must indicate payment made as
pany to 115 stores within the next four
agreed. The amount of'credit depends on the qualifying ~ar you buy.
years.
Pll!s, $400 is available even i{you don't finance. Make your best
The growing company took the wife
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use the money toward your down
and mother of two away from her fampayment, or Ford will send you a $400 check after the purchase, or lease.
ily, but she claims her time on the road
during the company's greatest growth
These Are The Vehicles That Are Qualified
actually strengthened her ties at home.
"We did a good job at juggling when
FORD: Escort, Escort EXP, Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird
the kids were little," Gibson said. "But
FORD TRUCKS: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger, F-150 & F-250
I'm a firm believer that it's not the
So
hurry;
if a vehicle is not in dealer stock you must order by June 1, 1986,
amount of time but what you do with
the time you do spend with your family
and you must take delivery of any vehicle by August 31, 1986. See your
that matters."
participating dealer for complete program details.
Gibson's 21-year-old daughter Beth
Graduates,
Start Your Engines And Telephone
agrees. "A lot of other kids' parents
Galigher Ford, (304)529-2200
were around all of the time when we
Ford Motor
were little but the time they spent
together was not quality," she said.
Credit
"I admire my mother, she's my idol,"
Company
she said. "She started working at a
time when it was 'oooh' to the rest of
the world, but she stayed at it and has
kept up with everything."

By Michele McColll1ter
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"We have a big problem back home. The stuff is
very dangerous and is very common among people
who work on rubber plantations. It is illegal because
it is so dangerous. People have been known to lose
their eyesight and even die."
Si theravellu came to Marshall in the fall ofl984. He
is trying to finish a four-year degree in two years and
four months in a country that is foreign to him in
culture, and custom. An outspoken advocate of better
relations between international students and
Americans, he enrolls in about 20 hours. each
semester and still manages to keep a better than B.
grade point average. He said after graduation he
This international student's studies
plans to ·return to Malaysia to help manage a $40
million sports complex.
literally "drove him to dririk," but it
He married one of Malaysia's national field hockey
was al I for the sake of research and it
players in 1982. Satha himself was a leading national
broug~t him some honors to. boot.
distance runner and was · one of' 10 finalists
: · · · competing fot spots on Malaysi;a's ita_c k and field
~·
,·
"
team when tlie 1980 boycott wiped out hie chances. He
said he misses his wife, who has trouble coping with
· his absence,: and experiences frequent financial
,.
,_. . ..
· · ·· ·
·
.. -~ ..
.
.
. difficulty.
old fo11T1er . Malaysian distance runner was doing
"My
father
,
i
s
retired
and''my
w.ife.'
.
d
oes
some
some first-person research on moonshine in the 1920s
and 30s as.a·,requirenient for an honor~ history class . catering to h~lp me through school, butitis hard," he
Sltheravellu
said. "I want to finish up arid get back;"
he took last spring. , ·
.
·
Dr. C.Robert Barnett, professor of · physical
· . Sathal ash'e 1s
by fellow students), \vho'was·
honored .'On· his birthday· at last month's Honors- education and Marshall's grants officer, was one of
Convocation for classroom participation in that the· three professors who taught Satha in•the honors
course, had gone to Lincoln County to interview ·a class, "America in the '20s and '30s."
By Greg Stone
"It was harder on Satha, but not because of his
man who made his living in the Depression running
· Staff Writer
"white lightning." The man has since quit making English. He speaks perfect English, although it's
whiskey because of a newly acquired religious British English," he said. "It was hard because he
conviction, but some of his friends still distill spirits, didn't know some things that American kids pick up
just from living here. He had to do a lot of outside
according to Sitheravellu.
say~ he can remember the feel of it going
"Oh, man I was on cloud nine," the soft-spoken reading to catch up on the things that everyone else
down. Hot, breath taking. After he choked down a international recalled in his perfect English. "It was already knew."
tiny bit - he estimates it by spreading his index finger a good thing I didn't have any classes the next day. I
However, Barnett said Satha is "a nice guy and
and thumb about an inch apart-he was, in his words, just came home and slept."
good to work wj.th. He works hard and everybody
"on cloud nine."
In Malaysia, however, drinking samsu, or "killer's likes him." Then, pausing to smile at the irony of his
No, Sathasivam Sitheravellu is not a regular booze," can have far more serious consequences statement, Barnett said, " He's a perfect example of
experimenter of controlled substances. The 32-year- because of its toxic spirits, he said.
the American work ethic."

Research of a
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· If you're a qualified
student, we'd like to
give you a student loan.

1-800-344-5207
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EMP'I'Y.
GNEBLOOD ~ _

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
ArrUCANTS

• Quality copies
• Low prices
• Fast service

n,

i.' Jr •
medical center of lhe Americas. sate.
cosmopohlan San Jose. Cosla Rica
Established. non-profll un1versily
medical school. full curriculum
1nclud1ng all clinicals: over 2.500 bed
modern medical cenler. American
styled curriculum. Limited openings for
North Americans.

lNMHallallle.
JIiiy ct..... - - ...... tltleil.

~VACA-MED
AN1llcatl1111 llfflce:

Across From Old Main

1655 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard
west Palm Beach. Florida 3340t
305 683-6222

529-6110

Lip Sync· II
Every Wedn.e sday Night
=====Grand Prize: $2,000=====
First Place: $1,000
Second Place: $500

Finals May 7
Call 522-9714 For More Information
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